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OVERVIEW
For more than 80 years, development specialists from Hensel Phelps have been the core of Hensel Phelps' business. They offer a full range of 
construction services that combine their proven process with the latest technology and world-class craftsmanship to create landmark buildings for 
their clients. Before a single brick is laid, development specialists at Hensel Phelps forge a clear path to success with comprehensive services — 
ranging from feasibility assessments to financing to permitting and beyond. In 2017, Hensel Phelps learned about ATG USA's Team Augmentation 
services through industry partners and reached out for supplemental help on a civil project.

SOLUTIONS FOUND
"We utilized ATG's Team Augmentation services on a test project that had a certain degree of difficulty that was beyond our capabilities regarding a 
civil underground scope. Their team of industry experts took existing conditions and turned it into a model to coordinate. They exceeded our 
expectations and we ran with it from there," said Will Plato, VDC Manager. They've been able to help my team look beyond the 3D geometry 
coordination on projects and help us forecast issues. Beyond modeling, ATG has really stepped in to help develop our AutoCAD templates. With 
their input, we've been able to shift our work-flows to a Civil 3D focus, simplifying the process so the technology hurdle isn’t as steep for our folks 
to climb. We’ve utilized ATG on projects big and small. Whether it’s a $6-million-dollar project, or $386-million-dollar project, we have a comfort 
level where I can task them with coordination and modeling help, and I know they will do whatever it takes to keep the project moving forward and 
on-time.”

PARTNERSHIP
“ATG has consistently been there for us when it comes to anything complicated geometrically that would go beyond the purview of our general 
contractor’s skills, while helping supplement the civil and structural aspects on a wide-range of projects. ATG worked on a fence that was part of a 
border crossing station, which required some very high-level sketches, offering their one-on-one help to finish the project on-time. Additionally, 
their team helped coordinate some civil topo surfaces that we were able to integrate with our drone operations, really ascertain the design-cut-fills, 
and helped develop the sites. Our relationship has been seamless. I’ve built a level of trust with ATG and communication where I know I’m getting 
the best resources in the industry,” said Will.

“Beyond modeling, ATG has really stepped in to help develop our 
AutoCAD templates. With their input, we've been able to shift our 

work-flows to a Civil 3D focus, simplifying the process so the 
technology hurdle isn’t as steep for our folks to climb.”

— Will Plato, VDC Manager




